
From: Planning
To: Planning
Subject: Comments on NYM/2019/0832/FL - Case Officer Mrs J Bastow - Received from Mr Andrew Platten at

Edgemoor, Silpho, Scarborough, YO13 0JP
Date: 18 April 2020 15:12:10

I wish to object to the above planning application.
Referring to the Environmental Statement, point 4 - Stone was laid down, the loose stone then fell down onto
the bridleway below, making it very uneven to walk or ride on. There is also a problem when it rains as the
water washes down the bank side, which has washed away the soil around the tree roots and has caused
instability with some of the trees, also water logging the bridleway.
point 8 - There was no need to scrape back the track between Whisperdale Farm and Turkey Heights, this was a
perfectly good track, in fact it’s worse now than it was before, it still has potholes and there are no run -offs for
water, it was only done to facilitate vehicles for the shoot, (and if there is going to be heavy machinery on any
of these tracks when it gets wet it just sinks down). This then follows down into Silpho Moor to Hackness
Estate, which was partially dug up, creating a “very rough” track which was the actual bridleway, stones have
been left making it hard to walk or ride on and still remains so. There was nothing wrong with the original path!

The application mentions agricultural use and forestry, will any of the trees that are harvested be replanted?  If
there is to be machinery moving around on any of the footpaths/bridleway, how will this affect the public
wanting to walk/ride through this popular area.  Where is all the transport going to access and egress from, what
working hours will there be and what sort of noise levels will affect the residents of Silpho, as the noise from
Whisperdales and Silpho Moor does carry. Will there be a shoot, if so, how many days. Silpho has been left
with a large number of pheasants from the previous shoot which are now destroying the residents gardens and
crops.
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From: Planning
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Edgemoor, Silpho, Scarborough, YO13 0JP
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I would like to object to the above planning application. 
Referring to the Environmental Statement, point 4 - Stone was laid down, the loose stone then fell down onto
the bridleway below, making it very uneven to walk or ride on.  There is also a problem when it rains as the
water washes down the bank side, which has washed the soil around the tree roots and has caused instability
with some of the trees, also water logging the bridleway.
point 8 - There was no need to  scrape back the track between  Whisperdale Farm and Turkey Heights, this was
a perfectly good track, in fact it’s worse now than it was before, it still has potholes and there are no run -offs
for water, it was only done to facilitate vehicles for the shoot, (and if there is going to be heavy machinery on
any of these tracks when it gets wet it just sinks down).  This then follows down into Silpho Moor to Hackness
Estate, which was partially dug up and stones left making it hard to walk or ride on and still remains so. There
was nothing wrong with that!

The application mentions agricultural use and forestry, where is all the transport going to access and egress
from, what sort of working hours will there be and what sort of noise levels will affect the residents of Silpho,
as the noise from Whisperdales and Silpho Moor does carry.  Will there be a shoot, if so, how many days. 
Silpho has been left with a large number of pheasants from the previous shoot which are now destroying the
residents gardens and crops.

Comments made by Mrs Joanna Plattem of Edgemoor, Silpho, Scarborough, YO13 0JP
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